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EXECUTIVE PROGRAMME: A STRATEGIC BANK MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TRAINING PROGRAMME

Launched for the first time in June 2015, it is already the third time that the House of Training-ATTF organised
its Executive Programme in Luxembourg from May 29 to June, 2017.
The goal of this training programme is to proceed to a strategic bank management review dedicated to C-level
executives, direct reports and executive board members, coming from the banks, mainly commercial, active in
the target partner countries of the Luxembourg Government. As a result, 16 senior executives coming from 12
different countries spent 5 days of their already stretched agendas, in order to be better equipped on their way
towards business challenges beyond “business as usual”, in a financial world under full and deep transformation.
In this sense, Luxembourg, as a prominent financial center of the Euro-zone, represents a certain number of
key assets, which makes such an Executive Programme well suited in order to be truly holistic in nature. Most
important is obviously the strong and broad financial cluster of the Grand-Duchy, where knowledge, experience
and best practices are easier shared and discussed than in other places. Such a complex and comprehensive
delivery could never take place without the active collaboration of our associations: Luxembourg for Finance,
ILA, ALCO, ALRiM, IIA and POG.
By targeting critical challenges confronting today’s top and senior management, and having governance as
the central point, it allows the House of Training-ATTF to deliver a well-balanced offering, which includes a
robust set of practice-oriented lectures, which included Leadership, Risk Management, Banking Strategy and
Corporate Governance. And all this content is blended with very interesting meetings with CEOs of our financial
center, with highly-qualitative dialogues about the numerous challenges bankers encounter in today’s busy
and unpredictable environment. Round tables were an excellent opportunity to have an interactive discussion
with our panelists, seasoned experts coming from Luxembourg Financial Center. A Luxembourg City Visit
was also a nice opportunity to bring in an excellent team spirit among the 16 participants. Unique in this
Executive Programme is also the fact that a fully-dedicated coordinator and moderator is on a permanent basis
connecting the dots on all addressed topics, making the endeavour towards a better understanding of our
forthcoming challenges easier to digest.

As a conclusion, it is important to take note that even if this exercise requires an important effort from House
of Training-ATTF’s team, senior experts included, the reward is obvious for everyone: the feedback coming
from the participants is excellent and could hardly be better. And this is of course our utmost motivation for our
Executive Programme 2018, which will take place in Luxembourg from May 14th to 18th.
PARTICIPANTS TESTIMONIALS
““The composition of the training sections was very well composed. The composition of the participants from
different business and risk areas of the organization was very helpful to complete properly the information
and the exchange between different areas that are all existing in the organizations where we work. I really
appreciated the new information I got from senior lectors from commercial areas, as well as I really appreciated
as well the information, news on confirmation that I got for areas of my responsibility.”
“I wish good luck for whole team of House of Training. In this interesting, unpredictable world it is truly necessary
to have a platform to take and share the experience. And here in Luxembourg, you always have the best
practice.”
“My opinion of the programme is that it is very well prepared. The main parts of concern and/opportunity in the
“new” post crisis world. I think that we got to the right level of detail for a senior management’s need. Also, it
was organized such that to raise many questions that each “new” banker should prepare an answer to.”
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